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MY BASIC INFORMATION

Identity Card Details :

NIK : 3276050907900012

Name : Sultan Isnainsyah

Birthdate : Lubuk Begalung, Padang, 09 - 07 -1990

Address : Jl. Akasia II no. 118 Depok

RT/RW : 005/003

Kel : MekarJaya

Kec : SukmaJaya

City : Depok

Religion : Islam

Tax Number Details :

NPWP : 36.765.298.9-412.000

Name : Sultan Isnainsyah
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TIMELINE
I started my journey with just self-learning and continually updated with new practices, trends & knowledges

1990

2008

2009

2010

2011

2011

Born as an artist
A poetry and cartoon painting lover

Cadet
My first job as an English Lecturer in a small English Course called : Dana Private College

Community Relations
IDS | International Design School, a pioneer in design course. Owned by Andi S Boediman.

Community Relations Manager
Dikotakita.com, a daily deals website owned by Diana Rikasari.

Social Media Admin
Joining FGDForum. Creating buzz about FGDExpo and the first IDEAFEST. Making the 
IDEAFEST become Indonesia’s Trending Topic on twitter.com.

Became a Founder
Developing an online magazine www.sketchmagz.com , online media for visual 
communication



I started my journey with just self-learning and continually updated with new practices, trends & knowledges

2012

2013

2013

Social Media Strategist
Joining Pingfans, a digital agency under the group of Buzz & Co Word of Mouth
Maketing Strategic owned by Sumardy Ma.

Social Media Strategist
Joining Indosterling Reksamedia, a digital agency under the group Indosterling. Owned 
by Sean William Henley and Stephen Ng Budiman (who also the founder of Imago 
school of advertising).

Social Media Strategist
Back again at a FGDForum. Headbang’n FGDExpo and IDEAFEST2013 event. Again 
#IDEAFEST2013 become a trending topic on twitter.com

Social Media Strategist
Developing strategy for one of Indonesian crowdfunding sites www.wujudkan.com

2013

TIMELINE



I started my journey with just self-learning and continually updated with new practices, trends & knowledges

2014 Social Media Strategist
Developing digital marketing communication strategy in Octovate Communication 
Group. Clients: Hemaviton Multivitamin, Hemaviton Action, Hemaviton Stamina Plus,
Hemaviton Performance,Hemaviton Skin Nutrient, Hemaviton Glucare, Hemaviton
Cardio, Hemaviton Rhythm,Hemaviton Jreng, Oskadon, SOS Superpell, Zevit Grow,
My Baby, Natural Honey, Neu Rheumacyl, Neo Hormoviton, Bodrex, Bodrexin, 
Contrexyn, Vidoran, Ultima II, Total Care, etc

Cultural Consultant for Movies
Suggesting Indonesian culture and translating regional languages for movies on Soraya 
Intercine Films. Movie title : Tenggelamnya Kapal van Der Wijck

2013

TIMELINE



I started my journey with just self-learning and continually updated with new practices, trends & knowledges

2014 Digital Marketing Manager
Recruited as a Manager, in one of the leading Fashion e-commerce website in Asia, 
www.ZALORA.co.id. Developing not only communication strategy, but also sales 
optimization through digital and social media channels. In this position, I was 
responsible for improving revenue and brand engagement in any campaign that goes 
not only via social media but also through chat application such as BBM Channel, LINE, 
and KakaoTalk. Integrating social media activities through a various social channels.

TIMELINE



I started my journey with just self-learning and continually updated with new practices, trends & knowledges

2015 Digital Marketing & E-commerce Consultant
Starting to work self-employee, advising and developing E-commerce platform for 
brands, consulting brand’s digital marketing communication strategy with motto: 
Analyze, Plan and Review.

TIMELINE



CLIENTS
A select list of clients I’ve worked with on various aspects of social media strategy, communications and community 

development
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STUDY CASE
A select list of  study case I’ve done with some selected clients

GAI have a various account for each region. Their social media 
audience are getting confused with so many accounts and it’s
affect to their site traffic. People will prefer to buy plane ticket
to other site (ex: daily deals site) rather than GAI site. 

GAI wants their audiences to stay and keep connected with
them.

PROBLEM

KPI
- Increase GAI’s site traffic
- Help GAI’s audiences to stay connected with the brand



A select list of  study case I’ve done with some selected clients

- Create a microsite apps that connect to GAI’s social media 
account, direct their audiences to the site through the
microsite apps

- Merged all GAI’s social media account to 1 official GAI’s
account.

- Manage the conversation by creating values on social
media editorial content. Ex: A historical fun facts about
one of the Indonesian region and related it with one of 
GAI’s branch in that region

SOLUTION

RESULTS
- 75% GAI’s site traffic come from the microsite backlink
- GAI’s audience engagement rates increase up to 80% in a 

positive sentiment. 

STUDY CASE



A select list of  study case I’ve done with some selected clients

- Guardian Health and Beauty Stores have a very
segmented audiences.

- Guardian want to increase their daily visitor in every
Guardian Store.

- Guardian want to deliver their monthly catalog to more
people

PROBLEM

KPI
- Create and increasing Guardian’s audiences in social

media from zero.
- Help Guardian’s audiences to stay connected with the

brand through digital campaign.
- Increasing segmented visitor in Guardian Store.

STUDY CASE



A select list of  study case I’ve done with some selected clients

- Create a microsite that connect to Guardian’s social media 
account to deliver Guardian’s Weekly Catalogue closer to
the audiences

- Create a social media channel for Guardian and build
Guardian’s brand community from scratch

- Combined the online activation campaign with Guardian’s
offline brand activation, especially in their annual Bazaar

- Engaging community activity in each different Guardian
Store in Jabodetabek.

SOLUTION

RESULTS
- Over 50 audiences in average, download the online

catalogue per day.
- Guardian’s social media audiences has a stable increasing, 

1.000 new audiences in average per month.
- Over 25 people in average increasing the number of their

daily visitor.
- Guardian’s social media has a stable engagement rate , 

50% in a positive sentiment.

STUDY CASE







A select list of  study case I’ve done with some selected clients

- Cinta Dari Wamena is a movie about love and HIV Aids, 
produced by Tanakhir Films

- Their team has a limited budget to promote the movie
- They want to get people know about their movies

PROBLEM

KPI
- Create and increasing Cinta Dari Wamena’s audiences in

social media from zero.
- Spreading awareness about the movie

STUDY CASE



A select list of  study case I’ve done with some selected clients

- Create an engaging advertising on facebook
- Collaborate online-offline campaign with local health

organization, travellers and movie lovers community
- Create and maintaining added values in social media 

editorial content
- Spread the trailer, behind the scene and soundtracks of 

the movie virally in other digital channels, such as online
forum (KASKUS), Youtube, soundcloud and blog.

- Involve key opinion leader to join the campaign

SOLUTION

RESULTS
- Over 1000 audiences watch the official trailer and behind

the scenes in youtube, 1000 audiences listen to the
movie soundtrack on Soundcloud.com

- Over 500 tweets per day in one week are talking about
the movie with 50 retweets per each tweet.

- Over 5000 people knowing the movie from facebook ads
and social forum such as KASKUS.

- Over 12.000 people are watching the movie on cinema

STUDY CASE



SKILLS
Here’s what I’ve been combining to build awesome conversation and community engagements

Campaign Strategic Planning

Social Media Understanding

Team Management

Copywriting Skill

Design Understanding

Website and Digital Apps Development

Offline Brand ActivationCommunity Development



HOBBIES
Out of work, here’s what I enjoy the most!

Playing Games

Watching a Movies

Travelling new places

Entrepreneurship Experiments

Drinking a coffee at sunset

Culinary Hunting

Visiting Art Galleries



THIS MOTTO AND ALL MATERIAL OF THIS RESUME IS A COPYRIGHT OF A BOY WHO BELIEVE THAT HE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD AND MAY NOT BE 
COPIED, REPRODUCED, DISTRIBUTED OR DISPLAYED WITHOUT HIS LOVE AND CRAZY PERMISSION

I’M NOT GONNA MAKE IT GOOD
I’M GONNA MAKE IT

COOL



CONNECT
Let’s Have A Conversation!

087880534958

kontak@sultankata.co

www.sultankata.co


